
 

All Rooms 
 

 Dust ceiling fans and ceiling cobwebs 

 Dust blinds 

 Dust baseboards 

 Clean interior windows (upon request) 

 Dust furniture (polish upon request) 

 Wipe interior doors and trim 

 Fluff up décor 

 Vacuum and/or damp mop floors 

 Note: We do not move furniture/rugs nor 
clean black mold in affected areas 
 

Bedrooms 
 

 Change Master bed linens 

 Make beds in other rooms 

 + All Rooms checklist 

Kitchen 
 

 Wipe cabinet exteriors (within reach) 

 Clean/disinfect counter tops 

 Clean/disinfect sink and faucet 

 Wipe exterior appliances and hood 

 Wipe out microwave 

 Wipe out refrigerator (twice annually for 
recurring clients with advance notice) 

 Clean oven (twice annually for recurring 
clients with advance notice) 

 Empty accessible trash 

 + All Rooms checklist 
 

Bathrooms 
 

 Wipe cabinet exteriors (within reach) 

 Clean/disinfect counter tops 

 Clean/disinfect sink and faucet 

 Clean tubs and showers with mild cleaner 
(Note: stronger cleaners on tub and 
shower bases with permission only) 

 Scrub toilets and wipe base behind 

 Clean mirrors and glass (Note: hard water 
stains and droplets may not clean well) 

 + All Rooms checklist 

 

Please note: Severely baked on ovens require self-clean cycle prior to final cleaning.   

Deep Cleaning: Additional services for deep cleaning include hand wiping blind slats, baseboards and 

more detailed cleaning to get to a level we can maintain going forward.  Vertical blind slats are fragile 

and we are not responsible for broken tabs due to dry rot in AZ.  Many times, replacing slats is more cost 

effective than cleaning old, worn and faded slats.  Wiping and/or washing walls must be scheduled in 

advance and will incur an additional hourly rate to the stated cleaning charge.  We do not clean exterior 

windows and prefer to leave that to the window cleaning experts. 

Rental / Office Cleaning: Separate services for vacation, rental and light office cleaning are tailored to 

your specific needs. 


